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the scenario we presented above is extremely real and is a possible
outcome that could result from an attacker targeting a school. if we
take this scenario and use the threat modeling framework we
developed, we can now fully understand the threat landscape that
exists. we conducted threat modeling and we have come up with a
few scenarios, as outlined below. in each scenario, we will begin at a
state where an attacker is in control of a computer on the network,
and we will progress through the state space to a successful
compromise of the network. the first scenario is where an attacker is
in control of a computer on the network and scans the network to find
all the devices running netop vision pro. the attacker then finds a way
to exploit cve-2021-27195 to take screenshots of the computer’s
webcams. the attacker could use the screenshots to steal the
personal information from students on the network. in the second
scenario, we would assume the attacker is already in control of a
computer on the network, and has the ability to compromise the
network. they then scan the network for computers running netop
vision pro to find all the computers running the service. they then
find a way to exploit cve-2021-27193 to install and run keylogging
software on each computer. the attacker then has the ability to
capture every keystroke the students enter into their keyboards. in
the third scenario, an attacker has compromised a student computer
on the network. they then use the desktop to scan the network to find
all the computers running netop vision pro. the attacker then finds a
way to exploit cve-2021-27195 to take screenshots of the desktop of
each computer. the attacker then has the ability to monitor the
students as they work on their computers.
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the additional privileges that the plugin was granted showed that it
was accessible over the network. the interface exposed a mechanism
for the plugin to communicate with the server over the network. the
plugin appears to communicate with the server over port 9999 and
uses the message netopnetopremotecontrol (figure 21) to request a
command from the server. to ensure we had the correct plugin, we
reset the plugin to factory defaults and installed the plugin on the

target system to examine the plugin's output. the plugin in figure 21
has received a command to display the current date on screen. this
output was identical to what we received from the server. we then

enabled the plugin to connect over port 9999 and set the work
directory to the shared folder on our target system. the plugin

opened the remote desktop window on the target system as seen in
figure 22. we installed the plugin on our target system and noticed

that when we connected, the plugin was able to connect to the server
even though the target system is configured to not allow remote

connections. the plugin's network activity (figure 23) shows a
connection to the server on port 9999 and communication through

the netopnetopremotecontrol message. at this point we were able to
use the plugin over the network, however, we could not manipulate

any files on the target system. the plugin is utilizing the
remotecontrol method netopnetopremotecontrol to query the server.

we were able to determine the capabilities of this method by
examining the netopnetopremotecontrol class. the method does not

implement the system.io.filesystem interface and as a result, it
cannot write to any of the file systems on the target system. using
the remotecontrol method, we attempted to read, write, and delete

files. the output from the plugin when it attempted to perform any of
these operations is shown in figure 24. 5ec8ef588b
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